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   5 

Medical 
Illustration

A medical illustrator is a visual  
problem solver. Background research,  

including reading scientific papers, meeting  
with scientific experts, perhaps observing  

surgery or a laboratory procedure, is  
often an integral part of the creative process. 

— Association of Medical Illustrators



6    7 

Skeletal Bone Anatomy  
Gross/Macro View(s) 

Karlee D. Rogers  2020 
24" x 18" Digital Media

Skeletal Muscle Mechanism of Action  
Karlee D. Rogers  2020 
24" x 18" Digital Media



8    9 

Deep Brain Stimulation Anatomy 
Karlee D. Rogers  2020 
24" x 16" Digital Media

Fatal Esophageal Intubation 
Karlee D. Rogers  2019 
36" x 24" Digital Media



10    11 

Total Hip Arthroplasty Procedure 
Karlee D. Rogers  2019 

12" x 9" Digital Media

Osteoarthritis of the Hip:  
Breaking Down Beyond the Bone 
Terry Nguyen  2022 
24" x 36" Digital Media



12    13 

Oncolink: Biliary Drain Placement 
Jessica Angelini  2021 
12" x 10" Digital Media

Ear Anatomy: How Do We Hear? 
Veronica Cava  2020 
12" x 10" Digital Media



14    15 

Fatal Esophageal Intubation  
Veronica Cava  2020 

36" x 24" Digital Media

Upper Blepharoplasty 
Jessica Angelini  2020 
8" x 10" Digital Media



16    17 

Within This Body 
Katya Cyrulik  2020 

24" x 18" Digital Media

Endotracheal Intubation 
Katya Cyrulik   2021 
36" x 24" Digital Media



18    19 

Hip Joint 
Isabel Dory  2021 

12" x 9" Graphite on Vellum

Elbow Joint Study 
Courtney Hand  2022 
9" x 12" Graphite



20    21 

Diagram of the Ear 
Emerson Harman  2020 

9" x 12" Pen and Ink

Surgical Instruments 
Santiago Gomez-Vargas  2018 
32" x 48" Digital Media



22    23 

Jane Doe Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm 
Kayla Deuter  2021 

36" x 24" Digital Media

Total Knee Arthroplasty 
Santiago Gomez-Vargas  2019 
10" x 24" Digital Media



24    25 

C4 – C5, C6: Anterior Cervical  
Discectomy and Fusion 

Emily Higgins and Anatomical Justice  2021 
24" x 18" Digital Media

What is Rosacea   
Leeza Duller   2021 
11" x 8.5" Digital Media



26    27 

The Lumbar Spine 
Emily Higgins and Anatomical Justice  2021 

24" x 18" Digital Media

Removal of the Right Wrist  
Hardware/Carpal Tunnel Release 
Emily Higgins and Anatomical Justice  2021 
24" x 18" Digital Media



28    29 

John Doe: Bimalleolar Fracture  
Hannah Knight  2021 

24" x 18" Digital Media

L4, L5 and S1 Lumbar Decompression 
Emily Higgins and Anatomical Justice  2021 
24" x 18" Digital Media



30    31 

Labelled Brain Anatomy 
Danielle Jewell  2020 
9" x 12" Digital Media

Physical Effects of Anxiety 
Danielle Jewell  2020 
9" x 12" Digital Media



32    33 

Lung Cancer Disease Cycle 
Danielle Jewell  2020 

24" x 18" Digital Media

Osteosarcoma 
Danielle Jewell  2020 
9" x 12" Digital Media



34    35 

Figure with Posterior Musculature 
Emerson Harman  2021 

24" x 18" Pen and Ink

Don't Look Back 
Shannon Kanak  2021 
9" x 12" Charcoal and Graphite



36    37 

Inside the Head 
Katya Cyrulik 2022 

7" x 10" Digital Media

Development of the Human Skull 
Katya Cyrulik 2022 
11" x 17" Digital Media



38    39 

Left Shoulder Arthroscopic  
Exam and Surgery  

Emily Higgins and Anatomical Justice  2021 
24" x 18" Digital Media

Skin, Muscles and Bone 
Diana Lahr  2020 
18" x 24" Colored Pencil



40    41 

Glaucoma  
Lilly Smith  2020 

10" x 12" Digital Media

The Basics of Mammograms 
Jessica Angelini  2021 
18" x 24" Digital Media

GLAUCOMA

Anatomy
of the Eye

VITREOUS 
CAVITY

PRESSURE 
BUILD UP

Sclera

Pupil

Cornea

Iris

Optic nerve

Retina

Lens

Optic Nerve

Anterior chamber
Optic nerve 

damage

Normal Eye Glaucoma Eye

Blocked 
trabecular 
meshwork

Trabecular 
meshwork

Flow of 
aqueous 
humor



42    43 

Swimmer Rotator Cuff Injury 
Megan Miller  2020 

18" x 24" Digital Media

Football ACL Injury 
Megan Miller  2021 
18" x 24" Digital Media



44    45 

Reflections 
Megan Miller  2019 

32" x 48" Digital Media

Whiplash TBI Injury 
Terry Nguyen  2020 
18" x 24" Digital Media



46    47 

Gram Negative Bacteria:  
Antibiotic Resistance 

Karlee D. Rogers 2020 
18" x 24" Digital Media

The Drunken Kidney 
Karlee D. Rogers  2020 
24" x 18" Digital Media



 49

Scientific 
Illustration

Science illustration is much  
more than pictures in a textbook.  

It encompasses all forms of  
visual science communication,  
including animation, comics,  

murals, sculpture and even jewelry. 

— Guild of Natural Science Illustrators

European Stag Beetle
Lucanus cervus

Habitat: United Kingdom & mainland 
England
Class: Insecta
Order: Coleoptra
Family: Lucinadae

Mandible

Palps

Scutellum

Wing Cases

Legs

Pronutum

Head

Antenna

Eye

Length: 2 1/2 in.

Doug Jones 2020

THE INTERNATIONAL WEELKY JOURNAL OF SCIENCE

HIDE 
and 

SEEK
The deadly game animals  
play with their food and plastic

CORONAVIRUS

How kids’ 
immune systems 
can evade COVID

How the first life on 
Earth survived its  
biggest threat  
— water

EARTH PODCASTS

Don’t think too deeply 
about the origin of life 
– it may have started in 
puddles



50  51

The Humboldt Penguins
Veronica Cava 2019

18" x 24" Digital Media

African Painted Dogs 
Katya Cyrulik 2020 
12" x 18" Carbon Dust, Graphite



52  53

The Southern White Rhino 
Kayla Deuter 2019 

 10" x 12" Carbon Dust, Digital Media

Addax 
Katya Cyrulik 2021 
8.5" x 11" Digital Media



54  55

Sphingidae – Manduca sexta 
Kayla Deuter 2019

10" x 12" Pen and Ink, Digital Media

Efficient Little Buggers 
Erin Hundley  2021 
8" x 10" Colored Pencil, Digital Media



56  57

Bizarre Blooms
Isabel Dory 2021

8" x 10" Colored Pencil, Digital Media

The Giant Pacific Octopus 
Leeza Duller 2020 
10" x 8" Colored Pencil



58  59

Bugs Don’t Lie
Leeza Duller 2021

12" x 9" Digital Media

The Five Horned Rhinoceros Beetle
Leeza Duller 2020 
10" x 8" Pen and Ink  



60  61

Just Sticking Around
Alex Resnik 2020

10" x 12" Carbon Dust, Digital Media

Clownfish Nature Journal 
Diana Lahr 2020 
10" x 8" Colored Pencil, Digital Media 

JUST STICKING  
AROUND

Hop over to the Philadelphia Zoo

Friday, April 24. 2020
2:00 – 6:00pm



62  63

American Burying Beetle
Emerson Harman 2020

12" x 9" Pen and Ink

New Jersey Species  
Plate Series
Emerson Harman 2021
30" x 40" Charcoal, Graphite



64  65

Myrmecocystus mexicanus
Shannon Kanak 2020
10" x 13" Pen and Ink

Aurelia aurita in Blue 
Shannon Kannak 2019 
10" x 8" Colored Pencil, Digital Media



66  67

Angelfish Hellscape
Douglas Jones 2020

10" x 8" Colored Pencil, Digital Media

Stippled Stag Beetle 
Douglas Jones 2020
8" x 6" Pen and Ink



68  69

Brown Pelican
Allison Mosley 2021

10" x 10" Digital Media

The Blue-Ringed Octopus  
Sofia Monaco 2020 
10" x 12" Digital Media



70  71

Eastern Long Neck Turtle
Allison Mosley 2021

10" x 14" Digital Media

Common Ball Python Color Morphs 
Allison Mosley 2021 
24" x 18" Digital Media



72  73

Great Horned Owl
Allison Mosley 2021

18" x 12" Digital Media

Jaws of Death 
Allison Mosley 2021 
10" x 12" Digital Media



74  75

Mert (Fossil Fracas Card Game)
Lucas Petrin 2020

10" x 12" Digital Media

Mastodon 
Lucas Petrin 2019 
10" x 20" Watercolor and Digital Media



76  77

Dilated Cardiomyopathy in Dogs
Katya Cyrulik  2021

11" x 8.5" Digital Media

Aurelia aurita in Blue  
Lilly Smith 2019 
10" x 8" Colored Pencil, Digital Media



78  79

Sphingidae Mimas tiliae 
Naman Srivastava 2019
10" x 12" Pen and Ink, Digital Media 

Orchid Mantis 
Sofia Monaco 2022 

 30" x 40" Digital Media



80  81

Atlas Beetle
Isaiah Reese 2019

10" x 12" Colored Pencil, Digital Media

Merychippus (Ruminant Horse) 
Lucas Petrin 2020 
12" x 16" Watercolor, Digital Media



82  83

Tasmanian Devil Facial Cancer
Allison Mosley 2021

16" x 24" Digital Media

American Lobster 
Allison Mosley 2021 
16" x 24" Digital Media



85

After a certain high level of  
technical skill is achieved, science  

and art tend to coalesce in esthetics, 
plasticity, and form. The greatest  

scientists are always artists as well.

— Guild of Natural Science Illustrators

Fine Art 
(of Science) 
Illustration



86 87

SACI Figure Anatomy Study
Jessica Angelini 2020

24" x 18" Fresco Painting

Still Life 
Veronica Cava 2020 
24" x 18" Digital Media



88 89

5 Week Human Fetus 
Paxton Allen 2020

42" x 30" Digital Media

20 Week Human Fetus 
Paxton Allen 2020 
60" x 42" Digital Media



90 91

CMSRU Selective: Lipstick Skeleton
Shrina Patel 2019

18" x 24" Colored Pencil

Crucifixion 
Christina Czajkowski 2019 
24" x 18" Screen Print, Mixed Media



92 93

Untitled
Isabel Dory 2021

32" x 24" x 16" Metal Sculpture

Ribs 
Isabel Dory 2021 
24" x 12" x 8" Plaster Sculpture



94 95

Surreal Spine
Isabel Dory 2021

28" x 14" Digital Media

Open Hands 
Isabel Dory 2021 
24" x 18" Mixed Media 



96 97

Large Landscape
Leeza Duller 2021

24" x 18" Mixed Media

5 New Forms 
Leeza Duller 2021 
24" x 18"x 4" Plaster Sculpture



98 99

Portrait Sketch
Leeza Duller 2021

10" x 10" Charcoal, Graphite

Bird Tiles 
Emerson Harman 2021 
10" x 10" Graphite, Digital Media



100 101

Skeletal Figure Study 
Catherine Titterton 2021

24" x 16" Charcoal, Graphite

Cardiac Bypass 
Karlee D. Rogers 2020 
12" x 18" Digital Painting



102 103

Exsanguination
Christina Czajkowski 2019 

24" x 18" Screen Print, Mixed Media

Still Life 
Leeza Duller 2021 
12" x 18" Digital Painting



104 105

Frida
Emerson Harman 2021

12" x 10" Digital Painting

Visual Pun 
Leeza Duller 2021 
12" x 12" Digital Painting



106 107

Peony
Emerson Harman 2021

12" x 10" Digital Painting

Portrait of a Cat 
Emerson Harman 2021 
12" x 10" Digital Painting



108 109

Still Life
Mariele Ford 2020

12" x 18" Digital Painting

Still Life 
Douglas Jones 2021 
12" x 18" Digital Painting



110 111

Still Life
Diana Lahr 2021

12" x 18" Digital Painting

Quad Beetle Prints 
Allison Mosley 2021 
12" x 18" Screen Print, Mixed Media



112 113

Tiger
Allison Mosley 2021

12" x 12" Digital Painting

Crab 
Allison Mosley 2021 
12" x 12" Digital Painting



114 115

Still Life
Terry Nguyen 2021

12" x 18" Digital Painting

Chameleon  
Karlee D. Rogers 2019 
16" x 12" Colored Pencil, Digital Media



116 117

Elephas maximus
Lucas Petrin 2020

12" x 14" Water Color, Digital Media

Still Life 
Karlee D. Rogers 2019 
12" x 18" Digital Painting



 119 

The complexity of a subject,  
if crucial for understanding the  

story, needs to be shown in the  
visualization. Thus, in many cases, 

clarifying a subject requires  
increasing the amount of  

information, not reducing it.

— Alberto Cairo

3D  
Visualization



120  121 

COVID-19 
Diana Lahr  2021 

18" x 24" Digital Media

Intestinal Biome
Karlee D. Rogers  2020
18" x 18" Digital Media



122  123 

Virtual Reality Surgical O.R.
Jessica Angelini   2021 
16" x 16" Digital Media 

Neanderthal Head Reconstruction
Mariele Ford  2022
8" x 10" x 7.5" 3D Scan, Print, and Oil Based Clay



124  125 

Adenocarcinoma 
Veronica Cava  2019 

12" x 18" Digital Media 

3D Sculpt:  
Mosasaurus Reconstruction
Veronica Cava  2019
24" x 12" Digital Media



126  127 

3D Sculpt: African Spiny  
Bush Viper (Atheris hispida)
Delano Hendrix  2020
12" x 18" Digital Media

Inner Life of a Cell: Mitosis 
Harley Modestowicz  2021 

12" x 18" Digital Media 



128  129 

Forensic Fascial Reconstruction:  
Male Skull
Kayla Deuter  2019
12" x 5" x 8" Clay, Acrylic and Plastic

The Phototransduction  
Cascade Process 

Isabel Dory  2021
12" x 18" Digital Media 



130  131 

Forensic Fascial Reconstruction: 
Male Skull
Colin Cho  2020
12" x 5" x 8" Clay, Wood and Plastic

Enrichment Procedure for the 
Isolation of Anaerobic Gut Fungi 

Emerson Harman  2021 
12" x 18" Digital Media 



132  133 

3D Sculpt: Pachycephalosaurus 
Santiago Gomez-Vargas  2019 

12" x 18" Digital Media 

The Feline Eye 
Taylor McKeown  2019
24" x 18" Digital Media



134  135 

3D Sculpt: Mosquito  
(Aedes aegypti) 

Hannah Knight  2019 
12" x 16" Digital Media 

Leaf Pigmentation
Sofia Monaco  2019
14" x 18" Digital Media



136  137 

3D Sculpt: Parasaurolophus 
Sofia Monaco  2019 

14" x 20" Digital Media 

How Alzheimer’s Changes the Brain
Katya Cyrulik  2020
14" x 20" Digital Media



138  139 

3D Sculpt:  
Dracorex hogwartsia 

Katlyn Lynn 2021 
9" x 18" Digital Media 

Post-Translational Circuit  
Synthetic Bioreceptor 
John DesRochers  2021
12" x 18" Digital Media



140  141 

Inner Life of a Cell:  
Golgi Apparatus 
Leeza Duller 2021

12" x 18" Digital Media 

Life Stages of The Monarch Butterfly 
Casey Aubry  2020
12" x 18" Digital Media



142  143 

Neural Synaptic Junction  
Jessica Angelini  2020
12" x 18" Digital Media 

Rabies Virus & Neurodegeneration
Santiago Gomez  2019
12" x 18" Digital Media



144  145 

VR Total Hip Arthroplasty Anatomical Models  
TEAM: V.Cava, T.Nguyen, S.Monaco, L.Smith, D.Hendrix  2021 

12" x 18" Digital Media 

VR Total Hip Arthroplasty Simulation
TEAM: V.Cava, T.Nguyen, S.Monaco, L.Smith, D.Hendrix  2021
12" x 18" Digital Media



 147

 We’ve been playing games since  
humanity had civilization —  

there is something primal about  
our desire and our ability to  

play games. It’s so deep-seated  
that it can bypass latter-day  

cultural norms and biases.

— Jane McGonigal

Game Design



148  149

Myo Game: Muscle Structure & Function 
Joelle Jordan  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media

The Bearded Vulture  
Infographic Poster 

Allison Mosley © 2021 
20" x 14"

Digital Media 

Atlas Moth 
Infographic Poster 
Allison Mosley © 2021 
20" x 14"
Digital Media



150  151

Heath 
Dani Jewell  2021
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



152  153

Veterinary Practice Simulation Game
Taylor McKeown  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



154  155

Pond Scum Adventure Game
Allison Mosley  2020
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



156  157

Defend The System Platformer 
Terry Nguyen  2021
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



158  159

Kansha Switch Platformer 
Kelsey Ross  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



160  161

Dig Days PC Game
Lucas Petrin  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



162  163

Surgeon Scramble iOS App Game 
Jennifer McCabe  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



164  165

Time Stands Still Platformer
Courtney Tesone  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



166  167

Neural Nebula iOS App Game 
Karlee D. Rogers  2019
1080 x 1920 HD Digital Media



169

 The commonality between  
science and art is in trying  

to see profoundly — to  
develop strategies  

of seeing and showing.

— Edward R. Tufte

Information  
Design



170 171

Beared Vulture  
(Gypaetus barbatus)  

Allison Mosley  2021 
20" x 14" Digital Media

Atlas Moth  
(Attacus atlas) 
Allison Mosley  2021
20" x 14" Digital Media



172 173

Death of the Plague Doctor
Allison Mosley  2021
30" x 40" Digital Media

Egyptian Vulture

1970: 113 2004: 9
97% Decrease

Lappet-faced Vulture

1970: 2505 2004: 141
96% Decrease

1970: 2505 2004: 141
96% Decrease

Ruppell’s Griffon VultureWhite-headed Vulture

1970: 69 2004: 11
99% Decrease

1970: 5335 2004:2858

DEATH OF THE PLAGUE DOCTOR
The front lines of pandemic prevention are empty, as Africa’s vultures face total population collapse. 

2014 | Ebola Outbreak
Ghana
• Hemorrhagic virus
• Causes excessive blood clotting
• Leads to blood leaking, 
   inflammation, and tissue damage
• Highly transmissible with a death  
   rate of 90%

2018 | Rabies Outbreak
South Africa
• Incredibly deadly viral disease
• Attacks the central nervous system
• Symptoms range from muscle    
   spasms, fatigue, delirium, aggression  
   and even excessive salivation
• Death rate nearly 100%

2018 | Anthrax Outbreak
Kenya

• Infectious disease caused by 
   Bacillus anthracis
• Transmitted through a variety of  
   pathways including spores
• Can cause fever, respiratory distress,      
   skin ulcers and death

2020 | Lassa Outbreak
Nigeria

• Viral infectious disease
• Mainly transmitted from animal urine 

or droppings
• Causes fevers, hemorrhaging, hearing 

loss, and death

2020 | Coronavirus Outbreak
Worldwide

• Highly infectious viral disease
• Caused first pandemic in nearly 
   a century
• Causes respiratory illness
• Has killed over 2 million people

2010 | RVF Outbreak
South Africa
• Stands for Rift Valley fever
• Transmitted through contact with  
  infected tissues, bodily fluid
• Causes hemorrhaging and brain  
  swelling in some

11,310

2,400,0005,000

825,000
25

Viral

BacterialPrimate Origin Rat Origin

Ungulate Origin Bat Origin

Total Deaths

1970: 155 2004:20
86% Decrease

Hooded Vulture

45% Decrease

“Vultures provide essential ecosystem services, yet they are among the most threatened groups of birds worldwide.  

Currently, 69% of vultures and condors are listed as threatened or near threatened by the IUCN, the majority 

classed as endangered or critically endangered.”

“Over the last century, there has been an alarming increase in the number, frequency and diversity of zoonotic 
disease outbreaks. Caused by the spill over of pathogens from animal hosts to people, these events may have 
more than tripled in the last decade, with the number of new zoonotic diseases infecting people quadrupling 
over the same time period.”

Poison causes 62% of Vulture  Deaths

Other causes 1% of Vulture Death

Infrastructure causes 9% of Vulture Deaths

Mysticism causes 29% of Vulture Deaths

Vulture stomach acid is the 
most acidic naturally occurring 
substance on earth. This allows 
them to digest disease ridden, 
rotten flesh. Without vultures, 
diseased carcasses remain 
transmissible and are more 
likely to be consumed by  
viable carriers.

White-backed Vulture

Elephant Expedition 
Lucas Petrin  2020

42" x 36" Digital Media



174 175

Poison Dart Frog  
(Dendrobates tinctorius)

Allison Mosley  2021 
20" x 14" Digital Media

Himalayan Natural Disasters 
Santiago Gomez-Vargas  2020
30" x 40" Digital Media



176 177

Vaccines 
Karlee D. Rogers  2020
32" x 40" Digital Media

Reconstruction Instruction
Jennifer McCabe  2020
46" x 32" Digital Media

Breast reconstruction can be difficult on your 
body, physically and mentally. Here are 
some tips to help you through the process.

Breast cancer 
affects women 

of all races.

of the studies in a systematic review found a direct 
relationship between inadequate information/
communication and decisional regret.100%

Tissue expanders are placed in 
the breasts post mastectomy.

The flap is removed from the 
abdomen and placed in the breasts.

Expansions occur over the 
course of a few months.

The patient has scars around 
the naval, across the lower 
abdomen, and on the breasts.

Implants replace the tissue 
expanders.

EXPANDER-IMPLANT RECONSTRUCTION

ABDOMINAL FLAP RECONSTRUCTION

GIVE 
YOURSELF 
TIME
Allow your body and 
mind plenty of time to 
heal from the changes 
that have occurred

TALK 
ABOUT IT
Consider therapy before 
and after your procedure

WRITE 
ABOUT IT
Consider starting a 
journal to track your 
progress and thoughts

ALLOW 
FOR  
SUPPORT
Use your support system 
to keep you going

STAY 
POSITIVE
Even on your lowest  
days, try to keep a 
positive attitude

Reconstruction Instruction

You may not know...

What is it?

What do I do?

WHAT TO KNOW ABOUT BREAST RECONSTRUCTION

TOTAL COMPLICATIONS COMPARISON

DO YOUR 
RESEARCH
Read peer-reviewed 
sources to find  
accurate information 
about your options

21 months
It takes about 
21 months after 
reconstruction 
for a woman 
to feel satisfied 
with the 
appearance of 
her breasts.

“1

1

2

2

3

Breast reconstruction is 
a potential intervention 
to improve the body 
image of women with 
breast cancer.

Fang et al, 2013

Abdominal flap

Expander to implant

91.9%

68%

86.9%

56.2%

89.1%

69.6%

100%

85.4%

PATIENT SATISFACTION COMPARISON

Breast reconstruction can be difficult on your 
body, physically and mentally. Here are 
some tips to help you through the process.

Breast cancer 
affects women 

of all races.

of the studies in a systematic review found a direct 
relationship between inadequate information/
communication and decisional regret.100%

Tissue expanders are placed in 
the breasts post mastectomy.

The flap is removed from the 
abdomen and placed in the breasts.

Expansions occur over the 
course of a few months.

The patient has scars around 
the naval, across the lower 
abdomen, and on the breasts.

Implants replace the tissue 
expanders.

EXPANDER-IMPLANT RECONSTRUCTION

ABDOMINAL FLAP RECONSTRUCTION

GIVE 
YOURSELF 
TIME
Allow your body and 
mind plenty of time to 
heal from the changes 
that have occurred

TALK 
ABOUT IT
Consider therapy before 
and after your procedure

WRITE 
ABOUT IT
Consider starting a 
journal to track your 
progress and thoughts

ALLOW 
FOR  
SUPPORT
Use your support system 
to keep you going

STAY 
POSITIVE
Even on your lowest  
days, try to keep a 
positive attitude

Reconstruction Instruction

You may not know...

What is it?

What do I do?

WHAT TO KNOW ABOUT BREAST RECONSTRUCTION

TOTAL COMPLICATIONS COMPARISON

DO YOUR 
RESEARCH
Read peer-reviewed 
sources to find  
accurate information 
about your options

21 months
It takes about 
21 months after 
reconstruction 
for a woman 
to feel satisfied 
with the 
appearance of 
her breasts.

“1

1

2

2

3

Breast reconstruction is 
a potential intervention 
to improve the body 
image of women with 
breast cancer.

Fang et al, 2013

Abdominal flap

Expander to implant

91.9%

68%

86.9%

56.2%

89.1%

69.6%

100%

85.4%

PATIENT SATISFACTION COMPARISON
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The Dawn of  
Medical Devices 

Karlee D. Rogers  2020
32" x 40" Digital Media

UX Design Flowchart:  
VR Total Hip Arthroplasty
Karlee D. Rogers  2020
60" x 36" Digital Media

CP10
Intermediate
Dissection -

Part 3

What is your next step?

(there may be more than one

correct approach). Think about

your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are

ready.

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Incise the sciatic n.

Externally rotate the leg

Tag External Rotators with suture Correct selection turns Green

3D Animation of suture tying around the

external rotators (in the patient), clipped with

hemostats, and reflected

Tagging the External Rotators with suture

allows for identification and repair at the end

of the procedure. Each suture is held via

hemostat. The weight of the hemostat

hanging posteriorly is enough to hold the

External rotators in place, providing protection

of the sciatic nerve.

Explore the anatomy in relation to the surgical

field. Click CONTINUE when you are ready.

Cross Section diagram shows the protection

of the sciatic nerve via reflected external

rotators.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP11 - Deep Tissue Layer Dissection

Perform your arthrotomy

Retract the Gluteus Minimus

Flex the hip

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Incise the Quadratus Femoris

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP12
Dislocation of

the Hip

Move the leg into the correct orientation for

dislocation at the hip. There are 3 planes of

rotation. Click SUBMIT when you are satisfied

with the placement.

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory

None

User rotates the leg Internal - external rotation

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Internal rotation, flexion, adduction
INCORRECT (Try 2)

<90% accurate

This position does not properly dislocate the

hip. The leg must be placed in internal

rotation, flexion, and ADduction. This position

allows for posterior dislocation of the hip

through the arthrotomy.

NEXT

Place the leg in internal rotation, flexion, and

ADduction

User rotates the leg Internal - external rotation

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

POP - Hip dislocation sound and the
hip dislocates

Adduction - Abduction

Flexion - extention

Show a diagram/animation of the coxal bone and

femur in proper movements with posterior

dislocation.

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

POP - Hip dislocation sound and the
hip dislocates

You correctly placed the leg in internal

rotation, flexion, and ADduction. This position

allows for posterior dislocation of the hip

through the arthrotomy.

NEXT

Click CONTINUE to conclude the graded simulation

and evaluate your summary.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

Simulation Summary

Show a diagram/animation of the coxal bone and

femur in proper movements with posterior

dislocation.

DIAGRAM

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

This position does not
properly dislocate the

hip. Click CONTINUE to
try again.

CONTINUE

Adduction - Abduction

Flexion - extention

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

UXflowchart

USER 
EXPERIENCE

CP6
Intermediate
Dissection

(Part 2)

What is your next step (there

may be more than one correct

approach)? Think about your

answer, then click CONTINUE

when you are ready to select

from a multiple choice list.

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Rotate the hip

Correct selection turns Green and leg will

automatically lift into position and allow the

user to freely internally or externally rotate the

hip by bringing the controller into contact with

the leg.

Rotate the hip into the appropriate position.

Click SET POSITION when you are satisfied

with the placement of the leg.

User rotates the leg - leg is parented to

controller upon contact

SET POSITION

% Accuracy

internal rotation of 15 degrees

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You correctly internally rotated the hip at least

15 degrees. This places stretch on the

external rotators and allows for much better

visualization and dissection in the next step.

The external rotators are visible without

internal rotation but are much more easily

seen when stretched.

CONTINUE

If the user scored <90% on the multiple

choice questions, they automatically enter the

learning module.

INCORRECT (NO 2nd try)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately choose to internally

rotate the leg. Review your multiple choice

answers and leg rotation placement before

clicking CONTINUE to enter the Internal

Rotation of the Hip Learning Module.

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = Understand the importance of

internal rotation of the leg at the hip in

providing better access to the external

rotators prior to incision.

Internally rotation of the leg at the hip places

stretch on the external rotators and allows for

much better visualization and dissection in the

next step. The external rotators are visible

without internal rotation but are much more

easily seen when stretched.

Animation showing internal and external

rotation of the leg while viewing the external

rotators through an outline of where the

incision would be

NEXT

Explore the anatomy in each position and

click CONTINUE when you are ready to move

onto the next step.

BACK

The user may explore and rotate the leg

internally and externally

in-world labeled 3D model.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP7 (MC) - Anatomy Identification

Show the multiple choice selection and diagram of

leg rotation with the acceptable region compared to

the user’s placement.

Release the external rotators
Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Flex the hip

Release the Gluteus minimus

Incise the sciatic nerve

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

KARLEE DIANE
BIO-VISUALS

UX flowchart design and content development by student lead Karlee Rogers under the 
advisement of Dr. Tau Won Kim, MD, Attending Orthopedic Surgeon, and Dr. Meghan 
Morley, MD, Resident Orthopedic Surgeon, of Cooper University Hospital; student 
contributors include Jessica Angelini and Taylor McKeown, BMAV, Garrett Williams 
and David Gaffney, ECE; Faculty Advisement from Professor Amanda Almon, BMAV 
Program Coordinator, Dr. Shreek Mandayam, Professor of ECE, and George Lecakes, 
Director of the Virtual Reality Center.

CP1 The Incision

Patient is shown under sterile surgical cloth,

user is unable to remove cloth or explore

deeper anatomy until attempting to

successfully complete this checkpoint

Mark out the incision to perform a Posterior

THA. You may make other guide marks on

the patient before marking your incision.

When you are ready to mark the incision mark

click RECORD INCISION MARK.

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory

Palpation Hand

Marker

Scalpel

Bovie

Not palpating will cause

their score to drop 5%

Users will have the ability to “palpate” the hip

When the user touches the skin, transparency allows them to

identify landmarks since they won’t be able to feel for them.

(user must choose to do this on their own, no prompt)

User draws guide marks

RECORD

INCISION MARK

User draws Incision Mark

Click submit if you are satisfied with the

placement of your mark. Click the UNDO

button on your controller to erase the incision

mark and try again.

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Across 4 points along the correct

incision line

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately mark the incision. Look

back to your patient and compare your

attempts to the correct placement. Click

CONTINUE when you are ready to enter the

Incision Learning Module

Show incorrect marks compared
to correct on model

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

Proper incision placement will help with

surgical exposure. When the hip is flexed, the

incision will provide access to the femur, and

when extended, the incision will provide a

view of the acetabulum.

NEXT

Use the Greater Trochanter and Shaft of the
Femur as a landmark. The incision should be

centered in the posterior ⅓ of the greater
trochanter, aiming towards the PSIS. The apex
of the curve is centered at the junction of the

middle and posterior ⅓ of the greater trochanter.

BACK
Highlight the PSIS during this prompt and

show a diagram of the correct incision

NEXT

AVOID placing the incision too posteriorly as

it will put the sciatic nerve at risk later in the

procedure. Identify the sciatic nerve in your

patient and explore the surrounding anatomy.

Allow the user to explore deeper anatomy in

relation to the correct incision line, study

diagrams, etc. The model will be labeled/

color coded, on each label is a HIDE button

so they can see the underlying anatomy. Only

BONE and the Sciatic nerve will be shown.

A 3D model of the anatomy at this level is

available and free to move in space, rotate,

etc (parented to the controller upon contact

and selection)

BACK
Diagram of sciatic nerve, boney landmarks

(PSIS, Acetabulum, Femur) and the Sciatic

nerve

NEXT

Select the scalpel and make your incision

along the corrected mark

BACK

Animation showing hip flexion and extension

to show bone visibility through proper incision

GOAL = learn how to locate and mark the

correct incision line and explain why it is

significant.

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You successfully drew the incision centered in

the posterior ⅓ of the greater trochanter,

aiming towards the PSIS. The apex of the

curve is centered at the junction of the middle

and posterior ⅓ of the greater trochanter.

CONTINUE

Select the scalpel and make your

incision along the mark

User selects the scalpel and cuts the tissue
The user can only cut along the line,
even if their hand moves off track.

Incision is open, next layer is visible

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP 2 - Superficial Preparation

diagram of the correct incision as described with

underlying bone visible (Highlight the PSIS)

DIAGRAM

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not accurately
mark the incision. Try

again.

CONTINUE

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP5
Intermediate
Dissection

(Part 1)

The structure highlighted in the
patient must be dissected next.
Which structure is this? Think
about your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are
ready to select the correct

structure name

CONTINUE

User Selects
Multiple Choice Options

Trochanteric bursa Correct selection turns Green

The trochanteric bursa can be removed via
bovie, cobb, blunt dissection, or scissors.

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

An animation shows dissection of the bursa
with each tool, on repeat

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP
progress and score this CP

CP6 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 2)

Patella bursa

Iliopsoas bursa

Gluteus Medius

Each incorrect selection turns RED and
subtracts 10% from this CP score.

External rotators

Gluteus minimus

Quadratus femoris

Controller
Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP7
Anatomy

Identification

Identify the anatomy now

visible in the surgical field.

Match the correct label to each

muscle.

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Superior gemellus

All the structures are now labeled correctly. If

you incorrectly labeled any of the muscles,

spend time studying these additional

resources to understand the anatomy in this

orientation. Click CONTINUE to move onto

the next step

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP8 - Intermediate Dissection Retraction

Labeled 3D model without the surgical field

(maybe just outline of where the incision is)

Diagram/illustration of the musculature

MRI / imaging cross sections

Piriformis

Each incorrect match turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score. Correct

matches turn Green

Quadratus femoris

Inferior gemellus

Gluteus medius

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP11 Deep
Tissue Layer

Dissection

Choose the correct pattern for

your arthrotomy incision from

the options below (there may

be more than one correct

approach). Once selected the

pattern will appear on your

patient. Click SUBMIT when

you are satisfied with your

selection.

CONTINUE

Multiple Choice Options

Correct selection turns Green

The T and Trapdoor are the best arthrotomy

incision patterns, allowing the greatest access

to the femur and acetabulum for the

remainder of the surgery.

Diagram/animation of the correct patterns

NEXT

Notice how in both patterns there is a long cut

along the femur at the distal edge of the

capsule. This allows access to the neck

during femoral head removal and broaching.

Diagrams/animation of access to the femur

and acetabulum

NEXT

A commonly chosen incorrect pattern is the T

pattern in the opposite orientation (with the

top of the T along the acetabular rim). Click

CONTINUE to make the incision and move

onto the next step.

Incorrect incision pattern (T with long edge

along acetabular rim)

CONTINUE

User uses a bovie to incise the pattern that

they chose from the MC list (Trap door or T

pattern)

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP12 Dislocation of the hip

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP5
Intermediate
Dissection

(Part 1)

The structure highlighted in the

patient must be dissected next.

Which structure is this? Think

about your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are

ready to select the correct

structure name

CONTINUE

User Selects

Multiple Choice Options

Trochanteric bursa Correct selection turns Green

The trochanteric bursa can be removed via

bovie, cobb, blunt dissection, or scissors.

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

An animation shows dissection of the bursa

with each tool, on repeat

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP6 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 2)

Patella bursa

Iliopsoas bursa

Gluteus Medius

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

External rotators

Gluteus minimus

Quadratus femoris

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP3
Superficial
Dissection

Mark out the line for your next incision. Do not

make any marks other than the incision. Click

SUBMIT when your mark is complete. You

may UNDO and re-draw the mark as many

times as necessary before clicking SUBMIT.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Marker

Scalpel

Bovie

Mayo Scissors
User draws Incision MarkUNDO

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Across 4 points along the correct

incision line

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not accurately
mark the next incision.

Try again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You correctly placed the incision. Making the

incision too posterior will place the sciatic

nerve at increased risk, and placing it too

anterior results in an exposure that will be

very difficult to work through.

Diagram showing too posterior and too anterior

DIAGRAM

CONTINUE

Select the scalpel and make your

incision along the mark

User selects the scalpel or bovie and cuts the tissue

Incision is open, next layer is visible

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

CONTINUE

The user can only cut along the line,
even if their hand moves off track.

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately mark the next incision.

Compare your attempts to the correct

placement. Click CONTINUE when you are

ready to enter the Superficial Dissection

Learning Module

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = learn how to locate and mark the

correct incision line and explain why the

placement is significant.

It is important to accurately cut the superficial

layer of anatomy to ensure the best exposure

of the hip. Identify the Gluteus Maximus and

the Iliotibial band. See how your incision lines

up with the fibers of the Gluteus Maximus and

the greater trochanter.

User looks to their patient and compares the

incision to the fibers on the model

NEXT

Making the incision too posterior will place the
sciatic nerve at increased risk, and placing it too
anterior results in an exposure that will be very

difficult to work through.

Diagram showing too posterior and too anterior

NEXT

Only the fascia of the gluteus maximus cut and
the muscle fibers are carefully divided in the

raphe between the middle and posterior thirds.
If in the correct plane, the muscles can be

divided with your finger.

Animation/video of blunt dissection of the
Gluteus maximus

NEXT

A common mistake is an incision made without
enough posterior curvature. This results in
dissection across the muscle fibers of the

Gluteus Maximus

NEXT

Select the scalpel and make your incision along
the mark

User selects the scalpel or bovie and cuts the
tissue

The user can only cut along the line, even if
their hand moves off track. Once the incision is

complete, the new prompt appears

Explore the anatomy in relation to the correct
incision. Click CONTINUE to move onto the

next step.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP4 - Superficial Dissection Retraction

in-world labeled 3D model.

The correct incision mark is made for them

Diagram showing correct mark
BACK

Show a diagram with the incorrect incision with
cut muscle fibers.

BACK

BACK

BACK

diagram of the correct incision

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP4
Superficial
Dissection
Retraction

Choose and place the most appropriate

retractor (there may be more than one correct

approach). Once you are satisfied with the

placement, click SUBMIT.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Weit laner

Cerebellar retractor

Deaver Retractor

Army-Navy Retractor

Charnley Retractor

Morris retractor

Homan retractor

Bookwalter retractor

User selects a retractor

and moves it into place

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Charnley retractor placed between

the facial plane and level of the sciatic

nerve

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

Youdid not accurately
place the correct

retractor. Try again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You correctly placed the Charnley Hip

Retractor. It is important to place the tip of the

retractor between the deep fascial layer and

the level of the sciatic nerve. Too superficial

and there will not be sufficient retraction for

the rest exposure, too deep, and you risk

injury to the Sciatic nerve. Click continue to

move onto the next step.

The cross sectional diagram labeled

DIAGRAM

CONTINUE

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately place the correct

retractor. Compare your placement attempts

to the correct placement. Click CONTINUE

when you are ready to enter the Charnley

Retractor Learning Module.

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = Learn how to correctly place a

Charnley Hip Retractor and what surrounding

anatomy is at risk upon incorrect placement.

The Charnley Hip Retractor is the best self-

retaining retractor for this procedure. It is easy

to use and contains the correct shape to

safely and effectively hold back the

surrounding anatomy. The other options

aren't wrong, they just make the procedure

more difficult.

NEXT

The tip of the Retractor should be placed
between the deep fascia and the sciatic nerve,
so as to retract all of the musculature and not

injure the sciatic nerve.

NEXT

If placed too superficially, there will not be

sufficient retraction for the rest exposure.
Diagram showing insufficient retractionBACK

NEXT

If placed too deep, you risk injury to the

Sciatic nerve

NEXT

Explore the model and observe the

relationship of the correct placement to the

surrounding anatomy.

BACK

The user may explore the model with the

correct incision made for them

They now have the ability to fade the surgical

field (increase transparency) and compare to

the in-world labeled 3D model.

in-world labeled 3D model.

NEXT

Place the Charnley Retractor.

User places the retractor using the labeled

diagram as a guide

NEXT

Click Continue to move onto the next stepCONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP 5 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 1)

BACK Diagram showing injury to the sciatic nerve

Labeled Cross section diagram, proximal

thigh, place retractor tip between fascia and

sciatic nerve

BACK

Diagram (or on the 3D modeled patient) showing

their retractor placement versus correct placement.

A Cross Sectional Depth diagram will appear

as they lower the retractor into the incision,

the diagram will show them their depth. The

diagram will not be labeled.

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP2 Superficial
Preparation

What is your next step?

(there may be more than one

correct approach). Think about

your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are

ready.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Blunt dissection

Flex the hip

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Extend the hip

Internally rotate the hip

Place a self retaining retractor

Placing a self retaining retractor allows you to

properly dissect the next layer of anatomy. A

weit laner provides proper retraction of the

incision.

NEXT

An animation of a Weit Laner retractor

opening the incision will automatically play

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step.

CONTINUE

Correct selection turns Green

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

Detailing the steps & choices the user        
will face during the Total Hip Arthroplasty 

Exposure Simulation in Virtual Reality

1 2 3

4

5
7

CP8
Intermediate
Dissection
Retraction

Place the appropriate retractors in the correct

locations (there may be more than one correct

approach). Focus on the placement of the tip

of the retractor. Once you are satisfied with

the placement click CONTINUE.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Weit laner

Cerebellar retractor

Deaver Retractor

Army-Navy Retractor

Charnley Retractor

Double Angle Hohman

Single Angle Hohman

Cobra retractorUser selects a retractor

and moves it into place

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Double angle hohmann (or single

angle hohman or army navy)

retraction of the gluteus medius

Cobra (or army navy) retraction of the

quadratus femoris

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not successfully
place the correct
retractors in the

appropriate locations.
Click CONTINUE when

you are ready to try
again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

Retractors are engaged

You’ve correctly placed both retractors. The

Double Angle Hohmann is the best choice for

the retraction of the Gluteus Medius. A single

angle Hohmann or an Army Navy retractor

are not considered incorrect choices, but they

are not as effective. The double angle

hohmann slips around the superior femoral

neck to provide the best leverage. A Cobra

retractor placed superior to the quadratus

femoris provides access to the rest of the

External Rotators. An Army-Navy could also

be used here, but again, is not the best

choice since the cobra retractor slips

underneath the femoral neck for leverage.

a diagram or animation - make the muscles

transparent so you can see the relationship of the

retractor to the femoral neck

DIAGRAM

CONTINUE

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not successfully place the correct

retractors in the appropriate locations.

Compare your placement attempts to the

correct placement. Click CONTINUE when

you are ready to enter the Intermediate

Dissection Retraction Learning Module

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = Understand the importance of

retractor selection and placement to best

access the external rotators and joint capsule.

The cobra retractor is placed between the

quadratus femoris and the inferior gamellus.

The tip of the retractor slips underneath the

femoral neck to provide leverage in retraction

of the quadratus femoris during the dissection

of the external rotators.

NEXT

The double angle hohmann slips around the
superior femoral neck to provide leverage for the

retraction of the gluteus medius.

NEXT

Explore the model and observe the

relationship of the correct placement to the

surrounding anatomy.

BACK

The user may explore the model with the

correct incision made for them

They now have the ability to fade the surgical

field (increase transparency) and compare to

the in-world labeled 3D model.

in-world labeled 3D model

NEXT

Place the correct retractors into place.

User places the retractors using the labeled

diagram as a guide

NEXT

Click Continue to move onto the next stepCONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP9 - Incision of External Rotators

BACK

a diagram or animation - Double angle

hohmann retraction of gluteus medius - make

the muscles transparent so you can see the

relationship of the retractor to the femoral neck

a diagram or animation - COBRA retractor

retraction of the quadratus femoris - make the

muscles transparent so you can see the

relationship of the retractor to the femoral neck

Diagram showing user placement and correct

placement.

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

8
CP9 Incision of

External Rotators

Now mark where you are going to incise the

external rotators (there may be more than one

correct approach). Click submit if you are

satisfied with the placement of your mark.

Click the UNDO button to erase the incision

mark and try again.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Marker

User marks the incision of

the external rotators

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Across 4 points along the correct

incision line

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not accurately
mark the incision of the
external rotators. Click
CONTINUE when you
are ready to try again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

Animation shows the BOVIE

cutting through the mark

You successfully drew the incision between

the most lateral edge of the tendons and the

musculotendinous junction across the

Piriformis, superior and inferior gemelli, and

Obturator internus. They should be incised at

each insertion along the bone surface in order

to preserve the muscle. At the end of the

procedure the muscles will be repaired to the

bone with suture through a bone tunnel.

CONTINUE

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately mark the incision of

the external rotators. The incision should be

made across the Piriformis, superior and

inferior gemelli, and Obturator internus

between the most lateral edge of the tendons

and the musculotendinous junction.

NEXT

The External rotators should be incised at

each insertion along the bone surface in order

to maximally preserve the muscle and expose

the joint. At the end of the procedure the

muscles will be repaired to the bone with

suture through a bone tunnel.

a diagram showing the external rotator cut

and reflection
BACK

User cuts the correct mark
A highlighted area shows the correct range in

which to make the mark.

Animation shows the BOVIE cutting through

the mark

Click Continue to move onto the next step

CONTINUE
Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP10 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 3)

Diagram showing user marks versus correct

incision.

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

9 10

11 12

6

CP10
Intermediate
Dissection -

Part 3

What is your next step?

(there may be more than one

correct approach). Think about

your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are

ready.

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Incise the sciatic n.

Externally rotate the leg

Tag External Rotators with suture Correct selection turns Green

3D Animation of suture tying around the

external rotators (in the patient), clipped with

hemostats, and reflected

Tagging the External Rotators with suture

allows for identification and repair at the end

of the procedure. Each suture is held via

hemostat. The weight of the hemostat

hanging posteriorly is enough to hold the

External rotators in place, providing protection

of the sciatic nerve.

Explore the anatomy in relation to the surgical

field. Click CONTINUE when you are ready.

Cross Section diagram shows the protection

of the sciatic nerve via reflected external

rotators.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP11 - Deep Tissue Layer Dissection

Perform your arthrotomy

Retract the Gluteus Minimus

Flex the hip

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Incise the Quadratus Femoris

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP12
Dislocation of

the Hip

Move the leg into the correct orientation for

dislocation at the hip. There are 3 planes of

rotation. Click SUBMIT when you are satisfied

with the placement.

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory

None

User rotates the leg Internal - external rotation

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Internal rotation, flexion, adduction
INCORRECT (Try 2)

<90% accurate

This position does not properly dislocate the

hip. The leg must be placed in internal

rotation, flexion, and ADduction. This position

allows for posterior dislocation of the hip

through the arthrotomy.

NEXT

Place the leg in internal rotation, flexion, and

ADduction

User rotates the leg Internal - external rotation

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

User rotates the leg

SUBMIT

POP - Hip dislocation sound and the
hip dislocates

Adduction - Abduction

Flexion - extention

Show a diagram/animation of the coxal bone and

femur in proper movements with posterior

dislocation.

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

POP - Hip dislocation sound and the
hip dislocates

You correctly placed the leg in internal

rotation, flexion, and ADduction. This position

allows for posterior dislocation of the hip

through the arthrotomy.

NEXT

Click CONTINUE to conclude the graded simulation

and evaluate your summary.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

Simulation Summary

Show a diagram/animation of the coxal bone and

femur in proper movements with posterior

dislocation.

DIAGRAM

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

This position does not
properly dislocate the

hip. Click CONTINUE to
try again.

CONTINUE

Adduction - Abduction

Flexion - extention

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

UXflowchart

USER 
EXPERIENCE

CP6
Intermediate
Dissection

(Part 2)

What is your next step (there

may be more than one correct

approach)? Think about your

answer, then click CONTINUE

when you are ready to select

from a multiple choice list.

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Rotate the hip

Correct selection turns Green and leg will

automatically lift into position and allow the

user to freely internally or externally rotate the

hip by bringing the controller into contact with

the leg.

Rotate the hip into the appropriate position.

Click SET POSITION when you are satisfied

with the placement of the leg.

User rotates the leg - leg is parented to

controller upon contact

SET POSITION

% Accuracy

internal rotation of 15 degrees

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You correctly internally rotated the hip at least

15 degrees. This places stretch on the

external rotators and allows for much better

visualization and dissection in the next step.

The external rotators are visible without

internal rotation but are much more easily

seen when stretched.

CONTINUE

If the user scored <90% on the multiple

choice questions, they automatically enter the

learning module.

INCORRECT (NO 2nd try)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately choose to internally

rotate the leg. Review your multiple choice

answers and leg rotation placement before

clicking CONTINUE to enter the Internal

Rotation of the Hip Learning Module.

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = Understand the importance of

internal rotation of the leg at the hip in

providing better access to the external

rotators prior to incision.

Internally rotation of the leg at the hip places

stretch on the external rotators and allows for

much better visualization and dissection in the

next step. The external rotators are visible

without internal rotation but are much more

easily seen when stretched.

Animation showing internal and external

rotation of the leg while viewing the external

rotators through an outline of where the

incision would be

NEXT

Explore the anatomy in each position and

click CONTINUE when you are ready to move

onto the next step.

BACK

The user may explore and rotate the leg

internally and externally

in-world labeled 3D model.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP7 (MC) - Anatomy Identification

Show the multiple choice selection and diagram of

leg rotation with the acceptable region compared to

the user’s placement.

Release the external rotators
Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Flex the hip

Release the Gluteus minimus

Incise the sciatic nerve

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

KARLEE DIANE
BIO-VISUALS

UX flowchart design and content development by student lead Karlee Rogers under the 
advisement of Dr. Tau Won Kim, MD, Attending Orthopedic Surgeon, and Dr. Meghan 
Morley, MD, Resident Orthopedic Surgeon, of Cooper University Hospital; student 
contributors include Jessica Angelini and Taylor McKeown, BMAV, Garrett Williams 
and David Gaffney, ECE; Faculty Advisement from Professor Amanda Almon, BMAV 
Program Coordinator, Dr. Shreek Mandayam, Professor of ECE, and George Lecakes, 
Director of the Virtual Reality Center.

CP1 The Incision

Patient is shown under sterile surgical cloth,

user is unable to remove cloth or explore

deeper anatomy until attempting to

successfully complete this checkpoint

Mark out the incision to perform a Posterior

THA. You may make other guide marks on

the patient before marking your incision.

When you are ready to mark the incision mark

click RECORD INCISION MARK.

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory

Palpation Hand

Marker

Scalpel

Bovie

Not palpating will cause

their score to drop 5%

Users will have the ability to “palpate” the hip

When the user touches the skin, transparency allows them to

identify landmarks since they won’t be able to feel for them.

(user must choose to do this on their own, no prompt)

User draws guide marks

RECORD

INCISION MARK

User draws Incision Mark

Click submit if you are satisfied with the

placement of your mark. Click the UNDO

button on your controller to erase the incision

mark and try again.

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Across 4 points along the correct

incision line

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately mark the incision. Look

back to your patient and compare your

attempts to the correct placement. Click

CONTINUE when you are ready to enter the

Incision Learning Module

Show incorrect marks compared
to correct on model

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

Proper incision placement will help with

surgical exposure. When the hip is flexed, the

incision will provide access to the femur, and

when extended, the incision will provide a

view of the acetabulum.

NEXT

Use the Greater Trochanter and Shaft of the
Femur as a landmark. The incision should be

centered in the posterior ⅓ of the greater
trochanter, aiming towards the PSIS. The apex
of the curve is centered at the junction of the

middle and posterior ⅓ of the greater trochanter.

BACK
Highlight the PSIS during this prompt and

show a diagram of the correct incision

NEXT

AVOID placing the incision too posteriorly as

it will put the sciatic nerve at risk later in the

procedure. Identify the sciatic nerve in your

patient and explore the surrounding anatomy.

Allow the user to explore deeper anatomy in

relation to the correct incision line, study

diagrams, etc. The model will be labeled/

color coded, on each label is a HIDE button

so they can see the underlying anatomy. Only

BONE and the Sciatic nerve will be shown.

A 3D model of the anatomy at this level is

available and free to move in space, rotate,

etc (parented to the controller upon contact

and selection)

BACK
Diagram of sciatic nerve, boney landmarks

(PSIS, Acetabulum, Femur) and the Sciatic

nerve

NEXT

Select the scalpel and make your incision

along the corrected mark

BACK

Animation showing hip flexion and extension

to show bone visibility through proper incision

GOAL = learn how to locate and mark the

correct incision line and explain why it is

significant.

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You successfully drew the incision centered in

the posterior ⅓ of the greater trochanter,

aiming towards the PSIS. The apex of the

curve is centered at the junction of the middle

and posterior ⅓ of the greater trochanter.

CONTINUE

Select the scalpel and make your

incision along the mark

User selects the scalpel and cuts the tissue
The user can only cut along the line,
even if their hand moves off track.

Incision is open, next layer is visible

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP 2 - Superficial Preparation

diagram of the correct incision as described with

underlying bone visible (Highlight the PSIS)

DIAGRAM

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not accurately
mark the incision. Try

again.

CONTINUE

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP5
Intermediate
Dissection

(Part 1)

The structure highlighted in the
patient must be dissected next.
Which structure is this? Think
about your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are
ready to select the correct

structure name

CONTINUE

User Selects
Multiple Choice Options

Trochanteric bursa Correct selection turns Green

The trochanteric bursa can be removed via
bovie, cobb, blunt dissection, or scissors.

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

An animation shows dissection of the bursa
with each tool, on repeat

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP
progress and score this CP

CP6 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 2)

Patella bursa

Iliopsoas bursa

Gluteus Medius

Each incorrect selection turns RED and
subtracts 10% from this CP score.

External rotators

Gluteus minimus

Quadratus femoris

Controller
Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP7
Anatomy

Identification

Identify the anatomy now

visible in the surgical field.

Match the correct label to each

muscle.

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Superior gemellus

All the structures are now labeled correctly. If

you incorrectly labeled any of the muscles,

spend time studying these additional

resources to understand the anatomy in this

orientation. Click CONTINUE to move onto

the next step

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP8 - Intermediate Dissection Retraction

Labeled 3D model without the surgical field

(maybe just outline of where the incision is)

Diagram/illustration of the musculature

MRI / imaging cross sections

Piriformis

Each incorrect match turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score. Correct

matches turn Green

Quadratus femoris

Inferior gemellus

Gluteus medius

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP11 Deep
Tissue Layer

Dissection

Choose the correct pattern for

your arthrotomy incision from

the options below (there may

be more than one correct

approach). Once selected the

pattern will appear on your

patient. Click SUBMIT when

you are satisfied with your

selection.

CONTINUE

Multiple Choice Options

Correct selection turns Green

The T and Trapdoor are the best arthrotomy

incision patterns, allowing the greatest access

to the femur and acetabulum for the

remainder of the surgery.

Diagram/animation of the correct patterns

NEXT

Notice how in both patterns there is a long cut

along the femur at the distal edge of the

capsule. This allows access to the neck

during femoral head removal and broaching.

Diagrams/animation of access to the femur

and acetabulum

NEXT

A commonly chosen incorrect pattern is the T

pattern in the opposite orientation (with the

top of the T along the acetabular rim). Click

CONTINUE to make the incision and move

onto the next step.

Incorrect incision pattern (T with long edge

along acetabular rim)

CONTINUE

User uses a bovie to incise the pattern that

they chose from the MC list (Trap door or T

pattern)

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP12 Dislocation of the hip

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP5
Intermediate
Dissection

(Part 1)

The structure highlighted in the

patient must be dissected next.

Which structure is this? Think

about your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are

ready to select the correct

structure name

CONTINUE

User Selects

Multiple Choice Options

Trochanteric bursa Correct selection turns Green

The trochanteric bursa can be removed via

bovie, cobb, blunt dissection, or scissors.

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

An animation shows dissection of the bursa

with each tool, on repeat

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP6 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 2)

Patella bursa

Iliopsoas bursa

Gluteus Medius

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

External rotators

Gluteus minimus

Quadratus femoris

Controller

Menu

UNDO

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Teleport

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP3
Superficial
Dissection

Mark out the line for your next incision. Do not

make any marks other than the incision. Click

SUBMIT when your mark is complete. You

may UNDO and re-draw the mark as many

times as necessary before clicking SUBMIT.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Marker

Scalpel

Bovie

Mayo Scissors
User draws Incision MarkUNDO

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Across 4 points along the correct

incision line

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not accurately
mark the next incision.

Try again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You correctly placed the incision. Making the

incision too posterior will place the sciatic

nerve at increased risk, and placing it too

anterior results in an exposure that will be

very difficult to work through.

Diagram showing too posterior and too anterior

DIAGRAM

CONTINUE

Select the scalpel and make your

incision along the mark

User selects the scalpel or bovie and cuts the tissue

Incision is open, next layer is visible

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step

CONTINUE

The user can only cut along the line,
even if their hand moves off track.

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately mark the next incision.

Compare your attempts to the correct

placement. Click CONTINUE when you are

ready to enter the Superficial Dissection

Learning Module

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = learn how to locate and mark the

correct incision line and explain why the

placement is significant.

It is important to accurately cut the superficial

layer of anatomy to ensure the best exposure

of the hip. Identify the Gluteus Maximus and

the Iliotibial band. See how your incision lines

up with the fibers of the Gluteus Maximus and

the greater trochanter.

User looks to their patient and compares the

incision to the fibers on the model

NEXT

Making the incision too posterior will place the
sciatic nerve at increased risk, and placing it too
anterior results in an exposure that will be very

difficult to work through.

Diagram showing too posterior and too anterior

NEXT

Only the fascia of the gluteus maximus cut and
the muscle fibers are carefully divided in the

raphe between the middle and posterior thirds.
If in the correct plane, the muscles can be

divided with your finger.

Animation/video of blunt dissection of the
Gluteus maximus

NEXT

A common mistake is an incision made without
enough posterior curvature. This results in
dissection across the muscle fibers of the

Gluteus Maximus

NEXT

Select the scalpel and make your incision along
the mark

User selects the scalpel or bovie and cuts the
tissue

The user can only cut along the line, even if
their hand moves off track. Once the incision is

complete, the new prompt appears

Explore the anatomy in relation to the correct
incision. Click CONTINUE to move onto the

next step.

CONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP4 - Superficial Dissection Retraction

in-world labeled 3D model.

The correct incision mark is made for them

Diagram showing correct mark
BACK

Show a diagram with the incorrect incision with
cut muscle fibers.

BACK

BACK

BACK

diagram of the correct incision

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP4
Superficial
Dissection
Retraction

Choose and place the most appropriate

retractor (there may be more than one correct

approach). Once you are satisfied with the

placement, click SUBMIT.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Weit laner

Cerebellar retractor

Deaver Retractor

Army-Navy Retractor

Charnley Retractor

Morris retractor

Homan retractor

Bookwalter retractor

User selects a retractor

and moves it into place

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Charnley retractor placed between

the facial plane and level of the sciatic

nerve

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

Youdid not accurately
place the correct

retractor. Try again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

You correctly placed the Charnley Hip

Retractor. It is important to place the tip of the

retractor between the deep fascial layer and

the level of the sciatic nerve. Too superficial

and there will not be sufficient retraction for

the rest exposure, too deep, and you risk

injury to the Sciatic nerve. Click continue to

move onto the next step.

The cross sectional diagram labeled

DIAGRAM

CONTINUE

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately place the correct

retractor. Compare your placement attempts

to the correct placement. Click CONTINUE

when you are ready to enter the Charnley

Retractor Learning Module.

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = Learn how to correctly place a

Charnley Hip Retractor and what surrounding

anatomy is at risk upon incorrect placement.

The Charnley Hip Retractor is the best self-

retaining retractor for this procedure. It is easy

to use and contains the correct shape to

safely and effectively hold back the

surrounding anatomy. The other options

aren't wrong, they just make the procedure

more difficult.

NEXT

The tip of the Retractor should be placed
between the deep fascia and the sciatic nerve,
so as to retract all of the musculature and not

injure the sciatic nerve.

NEXT

If placed too superficially, there will not be

sufficient retraction for the rest exposure.
Diagram showing insufficient retractionBACK

NEXT

If placed too deep, you risk injury to the

Sciatic nerve

NEXT

Explore the model and observe the

relationship of the correct placement to the

surrounding anatomy.

BACK

The user may explore the model with the

correct incision made for them

They now have the ability to fade the surgical

field (increase transparency) and compare to

the in-world labeled 3D model.

in-world labeled 3D model.

NEXT

Place the Charnley Retractor.

User places the retractor using the labeled

diagram as a guide

NEXT

Click Continue to move onto the next stepCONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP 5 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 1)

BACK Diagram showing injury to the sciatic nerve

Labeled Cross section diagram, proximal

thigh, place retractor tip between fascia and

sciatic nerve

BACK

Diagram (or on the 3D modeled patient) showing

their retractor placement versus correct placement.

A Cross Sectional Depth diagram will appear

as they lower the retractor into the incision,

the diagram will show them their depth. The

diagram will not be labeled.

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

CP2 Superficial
Preparation

What is your next step?

(there may be more than one

correct approach). Think about

your answer then click

CONTINUE when you are

ready.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory No Tools for this Checkpoint

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

CONTINUE

User selects from

Multiple choice options

Blunt dissection

Flex the hip

Each incorrect selection turns RED and

subtracts 10% from this CP score.

Extend the hip

Internally rotate the hip

Place a self retaining retractor

Placing a self retaining retractor allows you to

properly dissect the next layer of anatomy. A

weit laner provides proper retraction of the

incision.

NEXT

An animation of a Weit Laner retractor

opening the incision will automatically play

Click CONTINUE to move onto the next step.

CONTINUE

Correct selection turns Green

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

Detailing the steps & choices the user        
will face during the Total Hip Arthroplasty 

Exposure Simulation in Virtual Reality

1 2 3

4

5
7

CP8
Intermediate
Dissection
Retraction

Place the appropriate retractors in the correct

locations (there may be more than one correct

approach). Focus on the placement of the tip

of the retractor. Once you are satisfied with

the placement click CONTINUE.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Weit laner

Cerebellar retractor

Deaver Retractor

Army-Navy Retractor

Charnley Retractor

Double Angle Hohman

Single Angle Hohman

Cobra retractorUser selects a retractor

and moves it into place

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Double angle hohmann (or single

angle hohman or army navy)

retraction of the gluteus medius

Cobra (or army navy) retraction of the

quadratus femoris

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not successfully
place the correct
retractors in the

appropriate locations.
Click CONTINUE when

you are ready to try
again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

Retractors are engaged

You’ve correctly placed both retractors. The

Double Angle Hohmann is the best choice for

the retraction of the Gluteus Medius. A single

angle Hohmann or an Army Navy retractor

are not considered incorrect choices, but they

are not as effective. The double angle

hohmann slips around the superior femoral

neck to provide the best leverage. A Cobra

retractor placed superior to the quadratus

femoris provides access to the rest of the

External Rotators. An Army-Navy could also

be used here, but again, is not the best

choice since the cobra retractor slips

underneath the femoral neck for leverage.

a diagram or animation - make the muscles

transparent so you can see the relationship of the

retractor to the femoral neck

DIAGRAM

CONTINUE

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not successfully place the correct

retractors in the appropriate locations.

Compare your placement attempts to the

correct placement. Click CONTINUE when

you are ready to enter the Intermediate

Dissection Retraction Learning Module

CONTINUE

LEARNING MODULE

GOAL = Understand the importance of

retractor selection and placement to best

access the external rotators and joint capsule.

The cobra retractor is placed between the

quadratus femoris and the inferior gamellus.

The tip of the retractor slips underneath the

femoral neck to provide leverage in retraction

of the quadratus femoris during the dissection

of the external rotators.

NEXT

The double angle hohmann slips around the
superior femoral neck to provide leverage for the

retraction of the gluteus medius.

NEXT

Explore the model and observe the

relationship of the correct placement to the

surrounding anatomy.

BACK

The user may explore the model with the

correct incision made for them

They now have the ability to fade the surgical

field (increase transparency) and compare to

the in-world labeled 3D model.

in-world labeled 3D model

NEXT

Place the correct retractors into place.

User places the retractors using the labeled

diagram as a guide

NEXT

Click Continue to move onto the next stepCONTINUE

Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP9 - Incision of External Rotators

BACK

a diagram or animation - Double angle

hohmann retraction of gluteus medius - make

the muscles transparent so you can see the

relationship of the retractor to the femoral neck

a diagram or animation - COBRA retractor

retraction of the quadratus femoris - make the

muscles transparent so you can see the

relationship of the retractor to the femoral neck

Diagram showing user placement and correct

placement.

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION

8
CP9 Incision of

External Rotators

Now mark where you are going to incise the

external rotators (there may be more than one

correct approach). Click submit if you are

satisfied with the placement of your mark.

Click the UNDO button to erase the incision

mark and try again.

Controller

Menu

Tool Inventory

Marker

User marks the incision of

the external rotators

SUBMIT

% Accuracy

Across 4 points along the correct

incision line

INCORRECT (Try 1)

<90% accurate

You did not accurately
mark the incision of the
external rotators. Click
CONTINUE when you
are ready to try again.

CONTINUE

CORRECT
90-100% accurate

Animation shows the BOVIE

cutting through the mark

You successfully drew the incision between

the most lateral edge of the tendons and the

musculotendinous junction across the

Piriformis, superior and inferior gemelli, and

Obturator internus. They should be incised at

each insertion along the bone surface in order

to preserve the muscle. At the end of the

procedure the muscles will be repaired to the

bone with suture through a bone tunnel.

CONTINUE

INCORRECT (Try 2)
<90% accurate

You did not accurately mark the incision of

the external rotators. The incision should be

made across the Piriformis, superior and

inferior gemelli, and Obturator internus

between the most lateral edge of the tendons

and the musculotendinous junction.

NEXT

The External rotators should be incised at

each insertion along the bone surface in order

to maximally preserve the muscle and expose

the joint. At the end of the procedure the

muscles will be repaired to the bone with

suture through a bone tunnel.

a diagram showing the external rotator cut

and reflection
BACK

User cuts the correct mark
A highlighted area shows the correct range in

which to make the mark.

Animation shows the BOVIE cutting through

the mark

Click Continue to move onto the next step

CONTINUE
Accuracy Screen shows their overall CP

progress and score this CP

CP10 - Intermediate Dissection (Part 3)

Diagram showing user marks versus correct

incision.

Teleport

Checkpoint progress Shows score at each CP and time elapsed

Help button - User Tutorial Diagram of controler functions

UNDO

Key

Blue: Buttons

Green: Actions

Red: Prompt

Teal: Event/Details

Check Point & Learning Module Start

Diagrams/Animaitons

ACCURACY CALCULATION
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come to be known as The Great Plains. Forests 

on the other hand were populated by Mastodons, 

derived elephantimorphs specialized in browsing. 

Much like modern elephants, these animals were 

gardeners. Bushes, trees and all manner of seeds 

passed through any given mastodon, spreading 

and diversifying the very forests they ate from. So, 

why walnuts? As a drupe, walnuts are just one of 

many trees that adapted to being eaten by going 

big. Plants like black locusts and avocados all 

share very similar adaptations despite being totally 

different. Big seeds with big packaging. A walnut’s 

shell hides underneath its husk. When chewed, 

swallowed or degraded, that shell remains. Simi-

larly, an avocado, which happens to be a berry, is 

surrounded by delicious and digestible flesh. Even 

more bizarrely, the black locust (and relative, honey 

locust) leaves its seeds in huge pods! When a mas-

sive animal like a mastodon eats its way through a 

tree, each seed passes through its huge guts. Along 

the way, that seed faces digestive acids, enzymes 

and muscles designed to wear away at tough plant 

matters. Once the seed exits through the rear, it’s 

fertilized, scattered, and ready to grow when the 

time is right. When more animals like mastodons 

were roaming the globe, these trees spread far and 

wide across the globe.

“Much like modern elephants, 
these animals were gardeners”

The northeast coast of the americas developed 

its own breed of walnut, in tandem with its own 

breed of mastodon. Juglans nigra, the black wal-

nut,  developed alongside the great browser Mam-

mut americanum, the american mastodon. Tougher, 

darker, and more round, the black walnut can be 

found frequently in yards, woods, and parks from 

Texas to Vermont. When wondering then, the range 

of mastodons, the two species overlap quite nicely. 

Further west, mastodon remains trickle. Though 

the west coast has its own species of mastodon, 

Mammut pacificus, this part of the americas was 

more dominated by the larger mammoths. Quite 

similarly, the California walnut (Juglans californi-

ca) exists in a small range. Whether this is related 

to a lower mastodon population is unclear. Norther-

ly to the black walnut is the butternut (Juglans ci-

nerea), a hardier, less common relative. Yet, neither 

of these two cousins are anywhere as populous 

as the black walnut. Coincidentally, these species 

are all only readily found where mastodons once 

roamed.

It would seem that where there were mastodons, 

ous. A bent blade, slashed through a green fruit, 

no, seed. The man sighed. “Damn kids didn’t pick 

up the walnuts again”.

Walnuts are everywhere. Europe, Asia, North 

America, walnuts are grown worldwide as a 

commercial fruit. As drupes, walnuts develop as 

tennis-green-husked, rough oblongs. Hidden away 

within layers of brown shell lie their delicious 

tawny seeds. Though not falling year round, the 

chill of September and October brings them to the 

ground.

September wasn’t as cold as it usually was. 

October was oddly warm. In the year of 2019, that 

gradual slip of the summer to autumn was as slow, 

as gradual. It had almost felt as though the ther-

mometer decided to flip and call it winter. While 

Saturday, December 21st is the official date, it 

would seem that in the past few years, the season 

had arrived early. The nuts still fell around the 

same time.

But where did they come from? Why are they so 

huge, so green? Why do they have so many shells, 

so many layers? Would it be believable to say that 

big animals were responsible for this? And would 

you believe it if elephants once swallowed them?

It was once much colder. Thousands of years ago, 

sea levels receded and the cloudy, snow heavy skies 

of winter fell much earlier. The last few Ice Ages 

of Pleistocene marked the end of an era, where 

global sea levels began to rise and hundreds of 

species of megafauna disappeared 

from the earth. However, the ice 

and animals of the left a great 

deal behind. In a time with-

out metal or plastics, fresh 

lawns were eaten away at 

by herds of horses, bison 

and most bizarrely, ele-

phants. Mammoths took 

to the fields of the Ameri-

cas, creating what would 

Crisp, chilly, but not cold enough 
to bring on waves of shivers. The 
golden glow of morning bathed 
his back in warmth, a welcome 
embrace even as the 9 o’clock 
frost faded from the grass. 

The mower ground to life, a familiar rev and 

rattle felt under the seat. Off the concrete slab 

and into the dewy yard, vibrant and moist greens 

broke the harsh crimson of the machine. With 

blades spinning, the whirring beast plunged into 

the sea before it, leaving a trail of decapitated tips 

as it barreled along. A bump, another, and finally a 

grinding halt. Something wasn’t right. Beneath the 

now dusty exterior, the culprit was painfully obvi-

6 Truncated  7 East Coast Elephants

there were walnuts, and vice versa. Areas full of 

mammoths didn’t entice walnuts, as they simply 

aren’t eating them enough. The maps show it after 

all. With natives walnuts stopping at the midwest, 

the wide open plains were full of an entirely dif-

ferent elephant (which actually was an elephant) 

with an entirely different palate. On a diet of grass, 

the more recent mammoth species were more like 

lawnmowers than their squatter cousins. Similarly, 

their environment was more akin to a lawn. Mam-

moths would likely topple trees like their modern 

elephant cousins, meaning any walnuts weren’t 

particularly safe around them.  While mastodons 

would have partaken in the same activity, their 

lifestyle was more than helpful in planting the 

trees they knocked over.

So why are walnuts still around? Aside from 

being well established, walnuts are pretty competi-

tive. This makes sense in their method of transpor-

tation, as the more walnuts, the more seeds being 

eaten, and the more walnuts compared to other 

trees. Walnuts are also delicious, so native or not, 

the same reason mastodons disappeared was also 

what kept the walnut favored and harvested. Just 

like the avocado, walnuts are an incredibly viable 

commercial enterprise, and a relic of  times past. 

Unfortunately, mastodons didn’t make the cut. 

Elephants are dissappearing worldwide. Every 

species of elephant native to North America is ex-

tinct. Every single species. There are no mammoths 

“Where there were  
mastodons, there 
were walnuts”

Fifty, one hundred years from now, no matter the 

time really, if our current course of conservation 

is to judge, most of the elephants we know will be 

gone. Asian elephants will fall first. African forest 

elephants next, and the bush last. We can change 

this. 

This is a message for a future without mass 
extinctions. This is Truncated. 

remaining, no mastodons. Their cousins fared no 

better in Europe, and only remain in Africa and 

Asia. In the last 11,000 years, more than 6 species 

of elephants and elephant relatives dissappeared 

from North America alone. In Africa and Asia, 

only three species remain. African bush and forest 

elephants hold stromg, but are vulnerable. Less 

favorable, the Asian elephant is endangered. The 

reason is quite simple. People.

Humans have coexisted with elephants since we 

first left the savannahs of Africa. By that time, pro-

boscideans had spread far and wide. From Africa 

to America, elephants had colonized the globe. And 

in a relatively short span, humans had wiped them 

out. Marks from mastodonts in New Mexico show 

marks from hunting spears. Mammoth remains 

worldwide were carved and constructed. Elephant 

populations have never truly been safe.

This means that their living relatives are in 

far more danger. While our paleo-neolithic 

ancestors would have had to rely on spear 

and stone, current hunters and poachers 

carry much more efficient means of 

dispatching pachyderms. A gun, after 

all, is far moredeadly than a carved 

flint, no matter how sharp.
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